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Fi i l i f b i d f B l Sh nanc a   n o o ta ne   rom  a ance  eets
 Visit http://www.atrsworld.org/Database.html for more details and to 
purchase.





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TOP 10 AIRPORTS:  
FY 2007, 2009, 2011
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Unit Operating Cost Competitiveness Index:            
Combines VFP  and Input Price Index
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MULTILATERAL AGGREGATION METHOD
• This multilateral output (input) index procedure 
uses the following revenue (cost) shares to             
aggregate output (inputs)
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GROSS VARIABLE FACTOR PRODUCTIVITY (VFP)
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M
POTENTIAL REASONS FOR THE MEASURED 
PRODUCTIVITY (GROSS VFP) DIFFERENTIALS     
Factors Beyond Managerial Control:     
• Airport size (Scale of aggregate output)





id l ( ) i bl d i iWe compute res ua   Net  Var a e Factor Pro uct v ty 
(RVFP) after removing effects of these Factors 
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GROSS VARIABLE FACTOR PRODUCTIVITY VS 














































































































































































Residual VFP Ranking Residual DEA Ranking Residual SFA Ranking
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es ua   ean
RESIDUAL (NET) VARIABLE FACTOR PRODUCTIVITY 
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Residual VFP Mean
RESIDUAL (NET) VARIABLE FACTOR PRODUCTIVITY (VFP): 
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RESIDUAL (NET) VARIABLE FACTOR PRODUCTIVITY (VFP): 
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RESIDUAL (NET) VARIABLE FACTOR PRODUCTIVITY (VFP): 
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RESIDUAL (NET) VARIABLE FACTOR PRODUCTIVITY (VFP): 
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0
TOP EFFICIENCY PERFORMERS (2013)
(based on Net VFP index=operating/management efficiency)         
A i Ai t
Asia Pacific: 
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TOP EFFICIENCY PERFORMERS (2013)
(based on Net VFP index=operating/management efficiency)         
L Ai t ( 15 illi )
North America: 
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PAST AIRPORT EFFICIENCY EXCELLENCE 
TOP PERFORMERS, 2008 ‐ 2012
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COST COMPETITIVENESS = NET VFP AND INPUT PRICE EFFECT 
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‐ .
COST COMPETITIVENESS = NET VFP AND INPUT PRICE EFFECT 
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COST COMPETITIVENESS: = NET VFP AND INPUT PRICE EFFECT 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Lowest charges: Taipei Taoyuan Dunedin (New Zealand)
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Highest CPE: New York JFK, Newark Liberty
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